
The Einhell TE-DW 180 wall processing system is a genuine allrounder for renovation + finishing work. It has 6-step electronic speed control so that

the tool can be adjusted to each particular application. The ergonomic design and adjustable additional handle provide for comfortable operation +

optimum handling. For perimeter work there is a brush ring with detachable edge. The changeable grinding/sanding disk is designed to allow different

surface requirements to be taken into account. Complete with the micro mesh hook + loopsanding/grinding disk for drywall work, the diamond cup

wheel for concrete, granite, screed or tile adhesive, the steel brushes for wallpaper residues + concrete, 6 grinding/sanding wheels

Ø180mm(2*P60/2*P80/2*P120)

Wall and Concrete Grinder

TE-DW 180
Item No.: 4259940

Ident No.: 11017

Bar Code: 4006825632750

Features & Benefits
6-step electronic speed control for adjusting to the application.-

Comfortable to work with thanks to the ergonomic design-

Adjustable additional handle for ideal handling-

Brush ring with detachable edge allows perimeter work-

Changeable grinding/sanding disk for each specific surface-

Complete with micro mesh hook and loop disks for drywall-

Incl. diamond cup wheel for concrete/granite/screed/tile adhesive-

Incl. steel brushes for wallpaper scraps and concrete-

Incl. 6 sanding wheels with Ø 180 mm(2*P60/2*P80/2*P120)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1300 W

- No-load speed 800  -  1750 min^-1

- Oscillating speed 0-3000 min^-1

- Diameter of abrasive paper 180 mm

- Power cord length 4 m

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 3.3

- Gross weight (kg) 6.255

- Dimensions single packaging 422 x 246 x 278 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 13 kg

- Dimensions export carton 500 x 440 x 295 mm

- Container quantities (20"/40"/40"HC) 830 | 1756 | 2064
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Available as special accessories

Sanding mesh Set Dia180 5pc
Accessory Wall Processing Syst
Item No.: 49490905
Bar Code: 4009314909050
KWB by Einhell
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